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About This Game

Swords and Soldiers 2 Shawarmageddon is an action-packed side-scrolling real-time strategy game from the makers of
Awesomenauts. Fight to control the map and push the enemy 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores
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I liked the first S&S but I don't enjoy this one in the slightest. One issue is that nothing about the sequel is improved, it is worse
than the original game. In particular the game balance is very poor. One annoying design feature from the first game that has
been left in makes the game very frustrating for me. When you go into the menu to chose what tech to develop next the game
doesn't pause. I like real time games but I enjoy taking my time deciding my strategy. This lessened my enjoyment of the first
game and ruins it for the sequel.. I liked the first S&S but I don't enjoy this one in the slightest. One issue is that nothing about
the sequel is improved, it is worse than the original game. In particular the game balance is very poor. One annoying design
feature from the first game that has been left in makes the game very frustrating for me. When you go into the menu to chose
what tech to develop next the game doesn't pause. I like real time games but I enjoy taking my time deciding my strategy. This
lessened my enjoyment of the first game and ruins it for the sequel.

First Post! - Early Access Release Date Announcement : Hello, everyone! Thanks to the support of many people, we are doing
our best to prepare the Early Access version of Second Second.. Weekly News #30 - PvP Update Event : Hello! The beta of
Second Second PvP mode will be updated at 24, May(Fri). Weekly News #24 - Renewal! : Hi! We have finished works over
several weeks and finally have updated the client. The main updates include: (We will introduce details one by one next week.)
1. You can change the card notation to the simplified version and detailed version.. Weekly News #17 - Event Notice : Hi! We
have prepared an event for you during card and UI renewal works. If you upload the screenshot of Sector 5 in Standard mode 10
on the Steam Community, we will pick the top ten players who uploaded the most and send them a Second Second steam key.
The deadline is until next week's patch notes. + We also prepared a small gift for the first place.. Weekly News #2 - Training
Mode, Standard Mode Difficulties! : It has been a truly long week for our team after the release of Second Second. A big
portion of what we did was reading all the comments reviews, watching streamers playing the Second Second. It has been a
precious chance to see and understand how what we designed is received by gamers outside of our team and also a great
opportunity to map our next direction.
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